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T Series Tails

T series tails connect incoming power to a single circuit within a raceway. One 
tail required per circuit. Each tail features a pre-terminated 30 Amp connector that 
plugs in to a module at one end, and wire tails for J-box
connection on the other. Sold in packs of six.

 

Part # Jumper Length Termination Qty

T-24X6 24"
connector on one end, 
tails on the other

sold in packs of 6

T-80X6 80"
connector on one end, 
tails on the other

sold in packs of 6

* UL file #E221245 
T-24X6  

FC Series Thermostatic Fan Control

The progressive thermostatic fan controller extends equipment life and reduces 
service calls by varying the fan speed of up to four fans based upon temperature. 
The fan controller has three temperature ranges and can be set to operate the fan 
speed either proportional to temperature, or to come on full speed when the 
temperature threshold has been reached. This UL Listed device can also be turned 
on or off via a local switch, and includes status LEDs. The fan controller can be 
mounted to rackrail brackets or any flat surface, and is also available as an MPR 
series module. A temperature probe is provided with a 5' wire. This controller is 
designed to work specifically with fans that are offered by Middle Atlantic 
Products, or other fans with similar specifications. Max load 1 Amp/120 volts.

FC-4-1C 

Stand-alone 
Part #

Part # Amperage Control Status

FC-4-1C FC-4 15
off, on, 
AUTO

LED

 #96-980 Download or view PDF file 

MPR-SS Surge Suppressor 

 MPR-SS transient voltage surge suppressor provides protection for MPR Series 
modules when mounted in raceways. Mounts in integral J-Box with supplied 
double-stick tape, use one per circuit.

Part # Description

MPR-SS MPR surge suppressor, single circuit 
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